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ABSTRACT.
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and comply

support,

with,

the rules of a just

structure.3

that some aims that are rightly pursued by government,
whose
a
at
and
decide
the
character
of
least
legislation
policy
large part of the
can and/or should
basic structure, are not aims that citizens
themselves
It follows

be expected
to pursue (apart from the pursuit of them in which
citizens
to Rawls,
engage when
they support those aims politically).
According
the demands placed by justice on government
do not belong on the backs
as such: individuals discharge
of individuals,
those demands
collectively,
the
that
them. Thus, while
government
represents
government
through
should

the badly off as well off as possible,
the
so is to enforce rules (of, for example,
property,
are such that, when individuals behave as they please,
to make

seek

indeed

for it to do

right way
and taxation) which
and, therefore, as self-seekingly
outcome
is better for the worst

as they like, within
those rules, then the
off than what would come from behaviour
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I have argued, against
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that justice
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within a just ethos, is necessary
in a just society?"
"What does justice demand of individuals
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question:
not the same as the question:
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to implementing,
favour) are committed
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since many people
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that
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really believe
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that
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in face of the possibility
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of the just
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society might
thought
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a
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posture includes my
posture, since I
myself
relatively high earner,
and, as you will not be surprised to learn, I give away only a fraction of the

promote
a belief

that I earn (by which I don't mean that I give away
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three quarters of it; Imean a different, more
of fraction).
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about the
of prelude, I should like to express an embarrassment
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that
this
article.
frames
sharply opposite
question
sure
not
their
I'm
what
why the topic of the article embarrasses me, and
By way

are in the genesis of my embarrassment.
One reason why
relative weights
in a working-class
is that I was raised as a Marxist,
I am embarrassed
communist
home, and it goes against my inherited Marxist
grain to place
of my childhood would have
under what the Marxists
was
an
as
I
focus:
moralistic
taught, as a child, to concen
unduly
regarded
trate my judgment on the unjust structure of society, and away from the
I did begin to go
individuals who happen to benefit from that injustice.
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individuals

(albeit on the quiet), when I
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other
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are, as I said, sharply
rassed. Marxists
of the sort that once
Now

those

about an individual's

wealth

reasons for being embar
opposite
surrounded me regarded moralising
as obviously
foolish. They would have said

to my reasonably
that I am obviously
comfort
entitled, or not unentitled,
able Ufe: they would have said that the topic of this article is a silly fuss.
I find that I cannot purge my feelings of that attitude, but I also think that
there is something peculiar about being a rich egalitarian, and that my own
posture is, therefore, questionable.8
So I face embarrassment
both if I affirm and if I deny

that I should give

than I do.
away more money
as moralistic
is
not,
however,
My
topic
we must distinguish
on the one
between,

as it may appear to be, since
laid on
hand, the obligations
someone by a conception
to which
she is committed
and, on the other,
I do
how severely she is to be blamed for failing to meet those obligations.
not address that quantitative
to
it
but
would
my approach
question here,
in mitigation
be informed by the considerations
of blame for failure to

Is."9 If you
justly that I review in section VI of "Where the Action
some of
read that you'll see that I am less moraUstically
than
judgmental
to
views
have
led
my
you wrongly
suppose.
might
behave

2.1 shall not reach a definite

answer to the question raised in this article, the
I
whether
is sustainable:
of
the posture of rich egalitarians
that
is,
question,
shall simply present considerations
which bear on that question. But I don't
because
the issue mooted
about this incompleteness,
feel very apologetic
here has not been

addressed

much

to start pretty well from scratch:
to, a body of literature.

and I've therefore had
by philosophers,
I have not been able to build on, or to react

to my dearth-of-literature
that Shelly
claim,
and
the
works
it
and
of Morality,1?
prompted
Kagan's
prompting
in an appropriately
general form, when they
by it, do bear on my problem,
or not a person is obliged
to make
the world as good as
consider whether
It might

be

objected,

Limits

But the answer to my question
is not necessarily
possible.
answer to Kagan's,
he
because
is not discussing
principally
a principle commits you to in a world where
the principle

settled
what

by the
belief in

is not observed

what
for some time go on being not observed. He is discussing
the good's being thus and so requires from you regardless of your beliefs
others
of morality
and regardless of how compliant with or transgressive

and will

8
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are. To be sure, if Kagan is right, such qualifications
make no fundamental
to what a person's obligations
are, but few think he is right (I, for
example, do not11), and, even if he is right, itmay be useful to investigate
that he is right.
my more specific question without
supposing
difference

that philosophers
have not been attracted to the present
in
its
issue,
form, since it's such a familiar one in
properly
specialized
life. Virtually
rich or poor, whether educated
everyday
everybody, whether
or not, experiences
a certain cynicism,
or at least a certain reservation,
It is curious

presented with the spectacle of a rich person who declares a belief in
for instance, when a rich egalitarian would
equality. It looked ridiculous,
at
the latest anti-egalitarian Margaret Thatcher, or John
express indignation

when

government
Major,
policy, while
sipping fine wine with fine friends in
her fine expensive
addressed
home.12 Why has no egalitarian philosopher
this issue? Is it because
the posture of a rich egalitarian
is too obviously
to be worth investigating?
indefensible
Or is it because
it is too obviously
to require defending?
Or is it because
philosophers
egalitarian
without
substantial
remainder
into ones who think the rich egali

innocent
divide

tarian posture obviously
and ones who
think it obviously
indefensible
to be true, and it follows
that last hypothesis
innocent? I believe
that there
is intellectual work to do in this region, which I try to begin to do here.
in my own life, all of which
Let me recall three relevant
incidents
to the British
occurred within my decades-long
ambivalent
relationship
Labour
times.

Party: I've joined that Party three times, and I've also left it three
In the '60s and '70s the British Labour Party could still have been

styled an egalitarian party, by virtue of its ideology,
Yet I remember, when
policies of its governments.
in London,
1]
final

A

rejection

paragraph

on a low

salary,

of Kagan's
position
of section 6 below.

in 1964,

campaigning,
follows

from

if not by virtue of the
I was a young lecturer

the remarks

for the millionaire

on consequentialism

in the

12 In recent
years, British Conservative propagandists have had a field day deriding
Labour

leaders

who

have

appeared

not

to practise

the

(massively

watered-down

but

still

somewhat) egalitarian principles that they preach. InApril of 1996 the Tories went so far
as to put out a board

game,

points
gain three hypocrisy
school.
See The Guardian,

called Hypocrisy!
for sending
your

April
are made

30,

(price ?19.99),
child to a grammar

in which,
(that

for example,
you
is, selection
by merit)

p. 3.
same human

1996,

Unfor
professors.
clay as socialist
are to
than professors
placed
politics
being what
they are less well
This
is no
of a gap between
their principles
and their practice.
the possibility
acknowledge
see
to
"Back
striven
deform
those
have
doubt one reason why
my
principles:
recently
they
in Jane Franklin
to Socialist
is reprinted
which
New
207
Basics,"
(1994),
Left Review,
Labour

-

tunately

politicians

of

the
it is

(ed.), Equality (London: Institute for Public Policy Research, 1977), where it is followed
by a sharp reply ("Forward to Basics") by BernardWilliams, towhich I hope to publish a
counter-reply.
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Strauss in the safe Labour seat
George
a place full of poverty -1 remember how uncom
Strauss arrived one evening at local party headquarters
Road
coat, and other
sporting a silk scarf, beautiful

incumbent Member

of Parliament

was

of Lambeth, which
fortable I felt when

in the Kennington
sartorial and behavioural

accoutrements
Yet Strauss was a
of opulence.
of the steel
hero: he had played a central role in the nationalization
I
More
remember
the late
Attlee.
under
Clement
still,
industry
poignantly
millionaire
and right
and eventually
Lord, Lever, a Manchester
Harold,
a
on
to
to Harold Wilson,
callers
show in
hand man
phone-in
replying
Labour

was the Labour Party's then
the topic, momentarily,
the seventies, when
Lever
what I thought was a good
One
caller
asked
of
insolvency.
danger
its answer should have been. Why, Lever was asked,
question, whatever
did he not personally wipe out Labour's debt, by giving it the few millions
struck me was
that it needed, after which he'd still have plenty left? What
host did
and that his talk-show
that Lever did not answer the question,
as ridiculous
and its
not think that he should. They treated the question
to make
as impertinent. Those might have been decent responses
answer
some
to
in
the
been
and
had
the
light of
after
question,
given
I recall being asked by
that answer: yet no answer was given.13 Finally,
so of the then
a multimillionaire
friend both of mine and more
novelist

poser

to the Party on
to donate money
Party, Neil Kinnock,
eve
I
I
felt
how
remember
of the 1992 election campaign.
the
huffy when
to
my friend responded huffily to my pledge to give (what he considered
be a paltry) fifty pounds.
leader of the Labour

a fine

excel
of this issue in David Lodge's
representation
lent (and, in my view, deep) satirical novel Small World. Lodge depicts
of
an encounter
between Maurice
professor
Zapp, a Jewish American
and
Fulvia
at
State
(it's really Berkeley),
University"
"Euphoric
English
There's

an Italian revolutionary
of enormous wealth. Zapp
intellectual
Morgana,
to Milan.
meet
for the first time on a flight from London
and Morgana
and she
Louis Althusser,
interrupts her reading of the French Marxist
home for the night. I quote the stretch of
invites him to her sumptuous
about the conjunction
text in which Fulvia responds to Zapp's puzzlement

He

her Marxism

between
"There's
the rocks

13

on

from

poured
maid

white-aproned

as he sipped
Scotch
said Morris
ask you, Fulvia,"
Zapp,
a
on
a
a crystal
silver
decanter
black-uniformed,
tray by
brought
of the magnificent
to the first-floor
eighteenth-century
drawing-room

I must

something

and her wealth:

no answer
to the caller's
this would
Maybe
question.
say that I can imagine
not
a good
answer
to it: "The people's
party should be funded
by the people,
to serve in the people's
for millionaires
if it is quite proper
(even
party's
by millionaires
have

I don't
been

cabinet)."
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house just off the Villa Napoleone, which they had reached after a drive [from the airport
in Fulvia's
any
with

... "It
sound naive,
may
coupe]
... I
... how
want
to
know
you manage
just
a Marxist."

Maserati

longer
being

and even

rude,

to reconcile

but

I can't

suppress
like a millionaire

living

it

a cigarette
in an ivory holder, waved
it dismissively
in the
who was
smoking
if Imay
I recognize
the contra
air. "A very American
Of course
say so, Morris.
question,
in our way of life, but those are the very contradictions
of the last
dictions
characteristic
Fulvia,

of bourgeois

phase

will

which

capitalism,

eventually

cause

it to collapse.

By

renouncing

our own little bit of privilege" - here Fulvia spread her hands in a modest proprietorial
gesture which implied that she and her husband enjoyed a standard of living only a notch
or two higher

Manhattan]
which

has

of mass

than that of,
-

"we

should

its own

movements,

say, a Puerto
not accelerate

inexorable

[in
[on] the Bowery
living on welfare
family
one
of that process,
minute
the
consummation
by
and momentum,
and is determined
by the pressure
in terms of dialectical
Since
of individuals.
actions
Rican

rhythm
not by the puny
no difference
to the

whether
Ernesto
and I, as
'istorical
process
we
a
or
we
as
know
it
is
that
because
role
well
be
rich,
individuals,
poor,
might
to be poor with dignity,
'ow to perform with a certain dignity. Whereas
poor as our Italian
not easily
are poor,
bred in the bone,
is something
learned,
through
peasants
something
it makes

materialism

are rich

generations."14

is
the average Anglophone
philosopher
political
egalitarian
as
nor
as
as
it
Fulvia
and
is usually a
is. He
neither
wealthy
left-wing
- is nevertheless
both on the left of the political
he
spectrum and high up
in Britain and
at
academics
ladder. Academics,
the earnings
or,
any rate,
than
less
much
that
make
North America,
money
they
frequently complain
Now

and so forth do, but they certainly
in which
do
in
the societies
they live,
people
are
not
being
exceptions:
political
philosophers
executives

lawyers, architects, dentists,
make much more than most
and

egalitarian
go. So some version of Zapp's
they make a lot, even as academics
about Fulvia seems to be in order with respect to them.
puzzlement
leading

leading,

are navigating
surround the question

rocks that
philosophical
on
in principles
whether people may truly believe
on which
which
they do not act. This is the ancient problem of akrasia,
Socrates and Aristotle
had opposed views. Socrates thought that it was not
close

3. We

to those

familiar

to do, and
what you think it morally
wrong
intentionally
held a view that is harder to summarize but which was certainly
or one part of it, is whether
not that Socratic one. The akrasia problem,

possible
Aristotle

this dyad

to do

is inconsistent:

that he morally
ought
2. A does not intend to do X.
1. A believes

but people in general,
just philosophers,
to that question.
In the early nineteen-sixties,
Not

14

David

Lodge,

Small

World

to do X.

(all things considered)

(Harmondsworth:

Penguin,

in their answer

are divided
the Oxford
1984),

pp.

philosopher

127-129.

8
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a lot of people whether
they thought it possible
to be morally
do
what
she
believes
deliberately
half of his sample said "yes" and the other half said "no."
asked

should

still, on each side people thought that the opinion they
interestingly
true.
held was obviously
themselves
I
For my part, I side with those who think that 1 and 2 are consistent.

More

think it's as easy as pie
it because you succumb

you believe to be wrong. You might do
to temptation, and you can succumb to temptation
by it your will need not be weak for it to be bad,
between moral weakness
have to distinguish
(that
to do what

being overcome
by your own lights. We
reason,
is, failure, for whatever
is a common excuse
will, which

without

a false one. As

the late British

a moral

tomeet

standard)

and weakness

of

for moral

weakness,
and, quite commonly,
Austin
J.
L.
said:
memorably
philosopher

to temptation with calm and even with finesse."15
that 1
side. He is convinced
R. M. Hare is, by contrast, on Socrates's
some
of
kind
and 2 can be rendered consistent
inability
only by attributing
"We often

succumb

to agent A.16 For, so Hare asks, if A knows that he can do X, yet
doesn't intend to, then what more could show that he doesn't really believe
that he ought to? His mere say-so is hardly counterproof:
anyone can say
if
But
I
with
Hare.
Even
behavioural
proofs of belief
disagree
anything.
to do X

are required, acting as a professed
belief directs is not the only type of
to a given
to be considered.
other than conformity
Behaviour
behaviour
norm can display belief in that norm: manifestly
sincere criticism of other
sincere regret about your own behaviour,
that manifests
agents, behaviour
so
on
and other expressive
declarations
the
of
relevant
and
(the sincerity
in them in the
be indicated by the costs of engaging
behaviours
might
are evidence
that you
that you believe
Such behaviours
relevant contexts).
even
to
X.
do
to
fail
when
do
X,
you regularly
ought
dyad does not state my
of a triad, which
the consistency

the akrasia

But
concerns

to the exhibited

modifications

dyad. First,

1. A believes

that he morally
ought
2. A does not intend to do X.
that) A's behaviour

3. (A believes

problem. The issue I've raised
I'll reach through two sets of
add 3 to it:
to do X.

(all things considered)
is not out of line with

his own moral

principles.
that triad undoubtedly
in the parentheses
out what's
Now

15
Press,
16

See

"A Plea

1961),
See

Chapter

p.

R. M.
3.

for Excuses,"

an inconsistency.
If you leave
represents
is a logical one: it's
in 3, the inconsistency

in his Philosophical

Papers

(Oxford:

Oxford

University

146.
Hare,

Freedom

and

Reason

(Oxford:

Oxford

University

Press,

1963),
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for all that to be true of A. And if you include what's
logically
impossible
in the parentheses,
then all of 1 through 3 might be all too true, but there's
in A herself, between her beliefs and her behaviour.
then an inconsistency
in the triad that I'm failing to see, then
Or, if there is a subtle consistency
I'm sure it could be eliminated
through a (non-tendentious)
tightening of
one or more of the triad's constituent
formulations.
That

me:

the triad that exercises

is not, however,

the

1-2-3

triad is

relatively uninteresting,
reported in 2 is the very
in 1: there can be no question about that. But
behaviour
that is condemned
an analogous
to answer when we confront
the
is more difficult
question
because

triad which

formulates

4. A believes
5. A is rich

what

in equality.
(which means

the behaviour

is indeed

that A does

money
away).
3. (A believes17
that) A's behaviour

that exercises

the problem

not give

a relevant

is not out of line with

me:

amount

of his

his own moral

principles.
It is an

the behaviour
in 5 is
whether
reported
interesting
question
incongruent with the belief reported in 4.
here satisfy the full form of
under contemplation
The rich egalitarians
or moral
3. They are not people who lament their own moral weakness
to an
commitment
really do think that a principled
society does not imply giving away most of their own money;
egalitarian
for example, believe that. How can
most egalitarian political philosophers,
insufficiency.

They

such a posture be defended?
I address that question,
Before

let me

once more

underline

that it does

can credibly
claim to believe
the people under inspection
is how they can
in it. My question
in equality.
I know that they believe
is
to
and
that
their
behaviour
not
that
it
believe
both
inconsistent
think

not ask how

I'm not asking how they can say, given their behaviour,
unobjectionable:
"I
"I believe
in equality," but how they can say, in light of that behaviour,
in my life."18 To clarify
in equality and I am true to that principle
believe
the difference

the two questions,
respect to the question

between

some mileage
with
as an answer
fails
manifestly

to the question

here

is an answer

that I am not asking
that I am asking.

which

has

but which

17
this belief. What
would
of rich egalitarians
It may
be that only a minority
profess
ones
it.
me is that many
do
and
reflective
fascinates
profess
intelligent
18
an egalitarian,
how come you think it's
is: "Since you're
then, my question
Strictly,
a
an especially
that question
for you to be so rich?" To give
OK
imagine
sharp edge,
3 through
it: see Sections
11, and especially
p. 274 of my "Incentives,
person
posing
on Human
B. Peterson
in Grethe
and Community,"
(ed.), The Tanner Lectures
Inequality,
261-329.
of
Utah
XIII
Lake
Volume
Press,
1992), pp.
Values,
(Salt
City: University

poor
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The rich professed
by a questioner who does not
challenged
egalitarian,
in equality, might
say: look, I'm no saint, but
accept that he really believes
I'm also not particularly
sinful. I'm an averagely
good person. I became
rich not because

Iwas worse

than averagely good but because of fortunate
circumstances,
and, as rich people go, I'm pretty generous with my wealth.
than the average non-rich
The fact that I am lucky to have ampler choices
person has does not mean that I'm worse than the average non-rich person
decent fashion.
in a reasonably
is, since I handle my choices
(And I at

least have the right belief Would it be better if I not only allowed myself
that that was OK?19)
from inequality but also believed
answer
a
in
of the sincerity of
I
is
vindication
decent
submit,
That,
this man's belief. But that answer does not address my question. This man
that his behaviour
fails to live up to his
to failure. He confesses
confesses
to benefit

insisting that he does believe in those principles. He offers
to wit, that it is not worse
than that of people
his
for
behaviour,
at large, rather than a justification
of it, since he does not claim that his
I there invoke between excuses and
distinction
behaviour
is justified.
(The

principles,
an excuse

while

runs as follows: when you are excused
for not having done
justifications
was
the
A, A remains what you should have done; it
right thing to do, but
to criticism or to penalty for not
your excuse renders you less vulnerable
a justification
for not having
it.
have
done
contrast,
When,
you
by
having
shows that A was not, as itmight first have
done A, then that justification
have been,
appeared to be, and/or as it would otherwise
to
have
done.)
ought
I'm interested
in do not confess
failure
The people

the thing that you

to live up to their
That's what
not
be
excused.
they do
beg that their behaviour
principles:
at the end of Section
1
to recall the point made
puzzles me here. And,
or
how
am
not
under
I
bad
the
how
are,
above,
people
inspection
asking
guilty they should feel. I am asking how they can think that their stance
is consistent:
particular

way

I am not

asking

that they putatively

how

bad

it is to be

in the

inconsistent,

are.

4. They might argue that there is no case to answer. They might
say that,
a
an
that
of
while
type,
preferring
society
egalitarian
prefer
egalitarians
a
a
in
no
of
different
for
behaviour
has
of
society
type
society
implications
of rich pickings
with
their acceptance
type, and is therefore consistent
type of society that they now inhabit.
is no doubt there, but logical
Well,
logical consistency
as
is
shown
thin
very
by the fact that the following
thing,

within

19
you're

the different

That

might
question
so rich, how come

a good
response
an egalitarian?
you're
be

to a question

which

is a

consistency
position,
is not

ours,

which
to wit:

If
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a strange (supposed)
is logically consistent:
I
egalitarian might embrace,
an
favour an equal society, one, that is, in which everyone
lives by
egali
tarian norm. But, if all but two people live by that norm, of whom I am one
and the other

is a rich and obdurate

would
What

remain

matters

incorporates
in equality:

then my

anti-egalitarian,
to living by the egalitarian
an unequal one even if I did so.

not commit

does

me

norm,

egalitarianism
since my society

but a consistency
which
logical consistency,
the egalitarian would give in support of her belief
depends on why she favours it. If she favours it

is not bare

the reason

everything
she thinks that inequality
is unjust, then it is hard to agree that
her behaviour
is principled.
If you hate inequality
because
you think
it is unjust, how can you qualmlessly
retain
and
your
money
accept
retention of which embodies
that injustice, money which you could give
because

to others, or donate to an egaUtarian
to diminish,
the amount of injustice

cause, and thereby diminish,
that prevails, by benefiting

or hope
sufferers

of that injustice?
5. But not everybody who believes
in equality
in it
says that she believes
as a matter of justice.20 So, for example,
the rich egalitarian might
say:
"I want a society of equality because
I hate the division between rich and
that disfigures
this one. Inequality destroys
it alienates
community;
one
no
reason
from
another.
But
that
is
whatsoever
for
people
giving away
It's the division
that I
and joining the poor side of the division.
my money
poor

it.
hate, and extravagant
charity on my part might do nothing to eliminate
There are eighty million
poor people inmy society and twenty million rich
- it
ones. Society would not plainly become
less divided
might even, by
some measures,
and some of the
if Imade myself
become more divided
now
poor sUghtly less poor than each of the eighty million
eighty million
It's clear
remain divided off from other people.
is.21 And Imyself would
that an appropriate
would
of
reduce
comprehensive
restructuring
society
can
use
own
not
to
I
but
it's
clear
how
wealth
reduce
it."22
division,
my
20

For

an excellent

treatment

based

of equality,
justifications
222-237.
pp.
^1
You might
regard a society
more divided
than one in which
one

is so isolated

in the second

of

the difference

see David

Miller,

between
"Equality

justice-based
and Justice,"

and
Ratio

non-justice
10 (1997),

has 10 as
1.09 each and one person
where
99 people
have
no
have 1 each and each of two have 10, because
98 people
is in the first: a self-sacrificing
society as the sole rich person

like that first one than it was.
rich donor might make
his society more
22
was
to me
a variant of the division
is perhaps
defence
What
(in jest) by
suggested
I hate the attitudes
"I hate inequality
it engenders,
Nicholas
McBride:
because
and, in
an attitude
since
for the poor on the part of the rich. But
of contempt
I, ex
particular,
hypothesi,

hate

and

lack that contempt,

there

is no call

for me

to give my money

away."
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can agree that hatred of the division
between rich and poor is
a reason for desiring
the distinction
But
what
makes
equality.
between
between rich and poor a hateful one, in the way that the distinction
or between beer-lovers
and wine-drinkers,
is not:
redheads and brunettes,
One

indeed

what makes

the distinction

think the rich/poor
ligible sentiments

division

between
is hateful

I
and poor a hateful division?
in part because
the poor have intel

rich

they contemplate
injustice when
the discourse
egalitarian who eschews
of

that division.

But

of justice says that
no
or
such sentiments)
have
that
the
sentiments
such
are,
poor
(supposing
He rejects the thought that (at least part of) his reason
would be, misplaced.
for hating inequality is its injustice.
the anti-division

is
redistribution
in equality
think that egalitarian
or
even
overcome
as
to
division,
such, but because
required not by justice,
that
it is desirable
that every person has a good life,23 or, failing which,

6. Still

other believers

as possible
have one,24 and that, as things are in our society,
state
that
is required to promote
redistribution
egalitarian
comprehensive
it on your own.
good: you can't promote
as many

such a person as follows: why don't you top up
One might challenge
the holdings of some of those who are nearest the bottom line of what you
consider to be a good life, until you are yourself just above that line?
and one
To this he might offer two replies, one relating to practicality
relating to principle.
that it is not feasible
He might
say, on the side of practicality,
that the challenge
fashion
in the fine-tuned
one's charity work

to make
contem

one could never be sure that the lives one

is targeting are, precisely,
that
he
could
end up bringing no
nearly good. Epistemic
one above the line, and, for good measure,
thrusting himself below it, so
from the point of
that the net effect of his intervention would be negative,
view of there being as many good lives as possible.

plates:

mean

difficulties

23

for personal
of this justification
In an extreme
variant
want
I
"But
-1
this
said
often
heard
have
everybody
says
its proponent
This variant need not detain us here. For either

inaction,
to have

the rich
the sort of

egalitarian
life I have."

that her view
accepts
implies
our brief, which
case
is to
falls outside
in which
that view
is impossible,
and feasible
have
is desirable
that an egalitarian
those who
believe
society
or she projects
future
in some do-it-yourself
self-expropriation;
good reason not to engage
resource
to
the
realm
of
levels which
fantasy.
belong
24
a justi
for greater
that this justification
Note
circumstances,
is, in certain
equality
to
for everyone
it is not possible
for example,
fication
for (greater)
when,
inequality
that equality
see whether

have
could

a good
claim

miserable
aim

life. This

shows

that it is not

that the regressive
procedures
so that the nearly unmiserable

in the contemplated

circumstances

a justice justification
of inequality,
the quite miserable
(such as making
can be made
unmiserable)
required

serve justice.

since

no one

rather more
to promote

its
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on the part of the somewhat rich,
That answer might justify non-giving
but not on the part of those who are so rich that they can give a lot, to
each of a number of people with bad lives, and still have quite a bit left,
and thereby (because of "a lot") avoid the "targeting problem,"
and, too
a
own
of
without
their
Uves
(because
bit"),
(a rich
"quite
making
ungood
for example, pay for the expensive
(but not too expensive,
person might,
now unquestionably
someone
for him) operation
of
whose
life, while
a misery,
to be good once the operation
is almost
destined
certainly
save egali
has been performed).
while
the
So,
practicality
reply might
tarian professors
of the stated persuasion who, like me, are not especially
little to exonerate very wealthy egalitarians.25
between what states of affairs a
of
reply
principle
distinguishes
are
what
he believes he has to promote
thinks
and
person
good
obligations
I might
states
of affairs. Thus, for example,
think that London's
those
it does

wealthy,
The

new architecture were
if more of its prospective
that I must
than post-modern,
but it does not follow
a
or
to
to
think myself
form,
society.
join,
bring-back-Gothic
obliged
it is only act consequentialists
More generally,
who believe that one has a
would

appearance
neo-Gothic

benefit

rather

in philosophy.
and that is a minority
position
as
as
not
but
desirable,
required by
Egalitarians
regard equality
about why they do not
justice, have, then, a ready answer to the challenge
to those anti-division
away: this answer is also available
give their money
to maximize

duty

the good,

who

5 above) who deny that at least part of what
(see Section
egaUtarians
social division repugnant is that it reflects injustice.
makes
as it arises
look at the hard form of our problem,
in equality because they think that inequaUty

7. Let us now
tarians who

believe

for egali
is unjust.

is harder: one may indeed deny that one is (even slightly)
problem
obliged to strive to produce what one regards as (merely) good, and one can
one can to right an injustice,
to do whatever
also deny that one is obliged

Their

but how can one deny, without

it is an injustice;

just because

ado, that one

25

more
in
this defence
of the rich egalitarian
that is, not about
Speaking
generally,
rich member
of an audience
it amazes me how often some (sufficiently)
listening
particular,
to give a lot of money
to this paper protests
he would
be very happy
that, while
away, he is
to do it is, because
which
he cannot
the best way
unclear what
tell, for example,
charity has
the

lowest

that he

cannot

say: I'd love to go out
at home?
It is rational
after

a reasonable

manifestly
self-interest

costs.

administrative

therefore

rational

to go

amount

is sound, but his inference,
of his resistance
premiss
would
act on his philanthropic
is absurd. Who
wish,

The

reasonably
to eat, but,

since

to any

of reflection.

procedures
is at stake.

I can't

restaurant
When

tell which

is the best

than which
self-sacrifice

that they do not hesitate

none

you judge
is in the offing,

to use when

I'll stay
to be better,

restaurant,

people
reject
of
the advancement
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to forgo the benefits one enjoys as a result of what one regards
is obliged
as injustice,26 when one can forgo them in a fashion that benefits
sufferers
of that injustice?27 There may be good excuses and/or justifications28
for
not taking up the stated task, but how can it be thought that no justification
or excuse

is needed for not shouldering
it?
that their egali
The questions here put to egalitarians who acknowledge
run
are
as
tarian beliefs
follows: Why don't you pursue
inspired by justice
lack in a just society to poor
the extra that you would
equality by donating

that promote equality? Since you don't do
people, and/or to organizations
in doing them (on
these things (on the relevant scale), you don't believe
as
that scale), if,
triad above), your behaviour
you claim (see the 4-5-3
matches
your beliefs.
It would

if wealthy
be amazing
of the stated persuasion
egalitarians
to
to
attenuate the
of
those
both
those
which
either
causes,
gave nothing
worst results of current inequality
and to those which
fight for a more
society, and I've certainly never known a rich communist who
to
be inspired by justice, or a rich egalitarian political
philos
professed
to either. Since they give what they
opher, who gave, or gives, nothing
do with a sense of obligation,
they cannot say that their egalitarian belief s
egalitarian

have no implications
for how they should act in an unequal society. So how
come they give away such a small portion of their surplus?
say that even if they were to give to such causes on a scale
They might
that reduced

lives to a merely

their own

A complication
moral
unblemished

should

be noted

standard of amenity,

that

that they enjoy
do not believe
egalitarians
But few of them think themselves
large holdings.
are to theirs (in a
thieves
and embezzlers
ordinary

here. Rich

to their

entitlement

average

as unentitled
as plain
to their holdings
- or even
an
to an unjust property
If you acquire
in
law, it
unjust
according
society).
just
whether
hold what
that you acquire unjustly,
and the question
does not follow
you unjustly
answer.
to the egalitarian
It matters
therefore
lacks a straightforward
you have acquired
rich

that

face,

but

they have without
that they condemn
Karl Marx's
summary

the rules of the game
violating
those rules.
recall
("Perforce":

they got what
it also matters

sentence

that opens
of their

production

life, men

enter

they perforce
the wonderful

"In the social
of his theory of history:
and independent
of
that are indispensable

statement

into relations

theirwill" [AContribution to the Critique of Political Economy (Chicago: Charles Ken*,
1904),

p.

in subtle

behaviour,
devote
27

11]. They
a right

have

do you

to this aspect

cannot
to your
ways
of our

a plain "yes" or a plain "no" in answer
to the question:
their
affects
how they think about
That complexity
than I have as yet been able to
that need more
consideration
offer

wealth?

topic.
even when
from benefiting
from injustice
think that one should abstain
might
no one, but I am not here addressing
the breast-beating
that self-denial
would
benefit
posi
to be rich when
to which
others are poor, even if the only way
it is wrong
tion, according
Some

to rectify

the situation

engage
28
The

in counter-Paretian

is to burn

excuse/justification

one's

money.

Our

rich

egalitarians

are not being

behaviour.
distinction

is explained

at the end of Section

3 above.

asked

to
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still be only a drop in the ocean: itwouldn't make enough difference
to the global position. But there are at least two replies to that. One is: why
to make a massive
should you expect single-handedly
global difference?
to many people,
to make a huge difference
and that
You are in a position

would

is surely enough. And the other reply is: you do, after all, give something.
You give a smaller drop in the ocean than the one you affect to deride as
So how can you justify giving only that even smaller drop?
negligible.
are

There

further

but, before
to them.
background
defence,

points
I make

to be made
some

them,

about
remarks

the drop-in-the-ocean
are needed by way

of

a precise
of the principle
not, thus far, offered
specification
to be affirming.29
of equality
that those here on trial are to be supposed
for the most part, be
in the statement of that principle would,
Precision
are not philos
rich
because
here, partly
many
egalitarians
inappropriate
I have

into a (rela
their beliefs
that they work
trade requires
rich
because
those
and
form,
egalitarians who are
partly
tively30) precise
defend different
forms of egalitarian
indeed philosophers
principle. We

ophers,

whose

are investigating
lives are powered
those whose
by resources
evidently
in excess of what they know they could expect to get in the egalitarian
we put to them therefore
to favour: the challenge
society
they profess
across
that
the
different
ways
they might or do render their beliefs
applies
in equality precise.
to that challenge
does
of some defensive
But the cogency
responses
or
our
would
on
do
the
form
of
egalitarians
depend
precise
egalitarianism
I
response is a case in point. Accordingly,
adopt, and the drop-in-the-ocean
between
offer, herewith, one large distinction
that our defendants might affirm, a distinction
defence.
One may
locate value

distinguish,
in equality

broadly,

between

forms of egalitarian principle
that is pertinent to the "drop"
which
principles
egalitarian
which
is a relation between

so called,
properly
to how much
is strictly indifferent
and
which
people get,
like
difference
Rawls's
and
principle,
they get,
egalitarian
principles,
which affirm not, strictly speaking, equality itself, but a policy of rendering
what

different

the worst

off people

29
Specification
it, which

affirming

The
including

as well

We

can call

the first sorts of

is not the same as a statement
of a principle
of equality
4 above.
is an issue that I did raise, in Section

is necessary
qualification
the moral
truth
this one,

non-philosophical

off as possible.

statements

about

one might
believe
that,
if it is not
(even
imprecise
these matters
are).
typically
because

is itself

of the reason

in

some

as

imprecise

for

areas,
as
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and the second "prioritarians,"
since
egalitarians"
to
worst
the
of
the
condition
off.31
improving
they assign priority
the "drop" defence works better on behalf of relational
Now,
egali
For although even a very rich
tarians than it does on behalf of prioritarians.
"relational

egalitarians

person cannot make
society much more equal than it is, he can certainly
make some among the very worst off palpably better off than they now are,
and thereby, if he is a prioritarian,
advance what he regards
significantly
as the just cause: it is the plight of the badly off that arouses his sense
it is
looks pretty pale when
of justice. Accordingly,
the "drop" defence
used by prioritarians,
whatever
it may do for those who endorse equality
as such. And

there are, I hazard, many more
there are pure egaUtarians. Most
egalitarians

egalitarians
prioritarian
are egalitarian because

than
they

think equality would benefit the badly off.32
defence
that I offered
the two replies to the drop-in-the-ocean
a
a
can do
above: that one rich egalitarian
great deal for
decently
large
number of people,
and that those rich egalitarians
(that is, almost all of
Recall

can hardly
who give something
them, of whatever
precise persuasion)
as
more
too
than what they in fact give
describe giving much
negligible
a sum to be worth giving. The first of those replies works better against
than it does against pure
of egalitarians who are prioritarian
that majority
egaUtarians. The second reply, the inconsistency
against both, and the factual premiss of the second
person under inspection does (after all) give a little
on the self-description
that
of those who profess

it exposes, works well
is that the
reply, which
something,
they value

casts doubt

as
equality
almost
for
do
indeed
does
little
that
such, since the very
nothing
they
give
a lot.
equality, even though itmight benefit some individuals
a final point, about
I leave the drop-in-the-ocean
Before
defence,
mean
can
small, relative to the
"numerically
"Negligible"
negligibility.
total

picture,"
in the first of

those

sense. Notice,

also mean

it can

but

and negligibility
"unimportant,"
in the second
entail negligibility
that this non-entailment
bears
evidently
against rich
senses

not

does

now,
out of dire straits is a
twenty people
egalitarians:
getting
are in
effect in the first, numerical,
sense, when five million
negligible
to say that it is negligible
in the sense
such straits, but it is not plausible
focuses on
for someone whose
of unimportant,
egalitarianism
especially

prioritarian

how

31

badly

For

off

the badly

a masterful

tarianisms,
University
32
Their
pp. 266-270.

see Derek
of Kansas
position

treatment
Parfit's
Press,

off

of
Lindley

are (whether

the

contrasts
Lecture

and
on

in "negligible"

the ambiguity

connections

"Equality

between

or Priority"

these
(Lawrence:

egali
The

1991).

is the one

that

I sketch

in "Incentives,

Inequality,

and Community,"
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has a bearing against rich relational egaUtarians who
defence
is a subtle question
that I shall not address).

employ
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the "drop"

8. Once the goal of equality proper is clearly distinguished
from a policy
of favouring
the worst off, many people come to doubt whether
there is
to
one
for
But
itself.
say
anything
equality
important egalitarian view, that
not
by Ronald Dworkin,
propounded
only endorses equality itself but also
supplies a particularly
Within Dworkin's

treatment of the topic of this paper.
challenging
of
theory
equality, the locus of the norm of equality

to, for example, of norms governing duties of compas
proper (as opposed
to
the
sion
be they at home or abroad) is in the relationship
unfortunate,
between
the state and those over whom
it claims
the right to govern.
it claims that right, the state must
Because
treat its citizens with equal
respect and concern, on pain of being a tyranny, and it must
therefore
resources
to its members.
distribute
But, if the state fails to do
equally
it is not the individual's
so, then no analogous
duty falls on individuals:
to treat everyone
respect and concern.

duty

friends,

(relatives,

and strangers

alike) with

equal

that no related duty falls on the individual when the
to be just. For Dworkin,
it is then her duty to promote equality
to
the
state's
is unjust,
by trying
change
policy. For, insofar as government
then the citizenry whom
it represents
are, Dworkin
thinks, collectively
It does not follow

state fails

guilty: each therefore has a duty to seek to rectify the state's injustice.
So there is indeed a tension between
and not
professing
egalitarianism
to
for
promote equality, by,
doing anything
example,
contributing money
so to
and/or time to an egalitarian political party. But there is no obligation
that one ends up as one would
in an egalitarian
society. Exactly
the size and shape of one's political duty are is a hard question, but it
is not the duty to do what the state should be doing: there is no particular
reason why one should spend on politics what would
reduce one to the

contribute
what

level that equality would
impose.
to Dworkin,
the state, when properly
constituted,
According
authoritative
So, for example,33
agent of the citizenry as a whole.
state fails

is the
if the

in its distributive

wealthy
duty, but excessively
people happen
to be magically
at
their actions with one another, then
good
co-ordinating
so to coordinate as to secure equality. So it's
indeed be obliged
they would
not quite true, for Dworkin,
the state fails, the only relevant
that, where
to
the
of
individual
is
for better state
promote equality by working
duty
a
as
true
But
it
that
her
remains
is
member
of a collective
duty
policy.
on whom
33

I here

the duty primarily
report Dworkin's

response

falls:

if I know

to a query

that others won't

that I pressed.

cooperate
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then equality per se gives me no reason to open my purse,
appropriately,
as
no
reason to open it, based on equality,
I
have
if I know that no
just
or
movement
to
is
promote
party
political
disposed
equality, or can be
so.
to do
made to be disposed
to starving
does not, of course,
think that we owe nothing
as
our
own
or
state
within
be
outside
whether
such,
it, but,
they
people
so he insists, our duty to them is one of human compassion,
not one that
derives from a principle of equality. To the extent that the world becomes
Dworkin

a duty of equality would
fall on the
governance,
subject to international
relevant government,
but that is consistent with, and indeed, a consequence
to think that globalization
of
view: it would be a mistake
of, Dworkin's
represent a chal
authority, or the nascent forms of it that we now witness,
norm
a
to
to
The
view.
that
with
his
claim
of
lenge
equality goes
subjection
a common authority allows for shading in the stringency of the demand for
that matches

equality
obtains.

If Dworkin's
follows
should

shading

"statocentric"

in the extent
view

that the rich

to which

transnational

of

is sustainable,
then it
equality
as
not structure his life
the state

need
egalitarian
with an egalitarian
it, in conformity
question whether Dworkin's
independent

structure

of course,
sustainable,

an

authority

norm.
view

But

it is,
is indeed

like, here, to express three doubts about it.
refuses
that a state which
forthrightly
quite unclear
failure
shows
of strict distributive
ipso facto
equality

and I should

First, it seems
to pursue a norm
to treat its subjects with equal respect and concern.
If the government
and
certain non-egalitarian
distributive
believes
strongly in,
implements,
a high guaranteed minimum
with the rest of
norms, such as, for example,
it seems false that it stands
being determined
by laissez-faire,
on
towards at
that
of
and/or
callousness
basis
alone,
convicted,
disrespect
least some of its citizens. But if distributive
equality proper does not follow
the
of
the state, then rich egalitarians
from Dworkin's
about
duty
premiss
cannot say that Dworkin
has given the right account of their egalitarian

distribution

beliefs, and they therefore cannot use Dworkin's
theory to argue that the
duty to promote equality falls on the state and not on individuals as such.
and a state which
fails to
But even if that first doubt is misplaced,
of a form of political
that the only point of distributive
tyranny, it still seems implausible
justice,
is
distributive
that
distributive
the only reason for avoiding
injustice,
tyranny. The norm of distributive
equality surely
injustice implies political
stands (if it stands at all) independently
of any kind of political
equality,
even if political
Dworkin
it.
And
himself
agree
betrays
equality requires
institute distributive

ment

with

that view.

equality

For

indeed

stands convicted

the "immigrants"

on

the desert

island

that he
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in "Equality of Resources"
that no one is
"accept the principle
to
of
but
that
entitled
resources,
[the island's]
any
they shall
antecedently
instead be divided equally among them": it is not because
they think of
to appoint, as their ruler that these
the auctioneer, whom
they proceed

describes

institute equality of resources.34
immigrants
I
that
the motif of collective
for distributive
doubt
Finally,
responsibility
can
so
rest
with
the
of
Dworkin's
be
readily integrated
theory as
justice
I tried to make
it seem that it could be in my sympathetic
of
exposition

egalitarian

to enforce equality comes from assertion of a
that theory. If an obligation
to
lie on the people as a whole, who
should
that
rule, why
obligation
right
assert
that right?
might not, after all,
9. Another
equality

for not giving away what one has in excess of what
influenced
allow, a rationale that is popular with persons
is that such giving does not touch the fundamental
injustice,

rationale

would

by Marxism,
is the structured
which

the rich and the poor.
inequality of power between
to
A rich person's
eliminate
does
unequal power: it is but
charity
nothing
a particular use of the unequal income that reflects unequal power.
it
But even if the power inequality really is the fundamental
injustice,
that the unequal distribution
of income that derives from it
hardly follows
is not also unjust: the Marxist
defendant must surely agree that it, too, is.
So why should he not address the accessible
injustice that he can address,
even

if it is a secondary one, by using his surplus income in the requisite
lose from the
It would
be grotesque
for him to say to those who
way?
succour
I
"I
since
what
won't
division:
is, at
you,
deplore
unjust power
root, not your poverty, but the system that makes you poor."
It is, moreover,
in every
injustice,

false
relevant

that the power difference
sense. It is, of course,

is the fundamental
the causally
funda
the
sense,
normatively

injustice, but it is not, in a certain relevant
to say that the power differ
since it is plausible
fundamental
injustice,35
ence qualifies as unjust because
it (standardly) generates an unjust income

mental

to enjoy the
and, therefore, unjustly contrasting opportunities
remains an inde
good things in life. To be sure, the power difference
pendent injustice: it's false that there would be no injustice if all powerful
causal
between
charitable. But the distinction
people were extravagantly
distribution,

34 See Ronald
Dworkin, "What is Equality? Part 2: Equality of Resources," Philosophy
and Public Affairs 10 (1981), pp. 285ff.
35

On

Ownership,
Chapter

the

distinction
Freedom,

8, Section

2.

between
and

Equality

causal

and

(Cambridge:

normative

fundamentality,

Cambridge

University

see my
Press,

Self
1995),
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and normative

nevertheless
fundamentality
to the stated Marxifying
position.
10. Yet

constitutes

a decisive

objection

rationale
to pursue
for not expecting
putative
people
norms
that would prevail in what they regard as a just society
privately the
is that each person has the right to a private space into which
social duty
does not intrude.
another

But

the prosecutor
the rich egalitarian
need not deny that
hounding
In a society with a state-imposed
private spaces are legitimate.
egalitarian
income distribution
to decide without
there is plenty for everyone
regard
to social

duty about the shape of their own lives, and the same goes for
in an unequal
donors
concep
prodigious
society.
Inspired by different
or church,
tions of the good, they can eat fish or fowl, go to synagogue
or chess,

and so on: private spaces exist, but, because
the
are
more
is
similar
in
size
than
fulfilled,
egalitarian
principle
they
they
otherwise would be, and some are bigger than they would otherwise be. In
an alternative
formulation
of my question,
it asks the rich who believe
in
football

play

equality as amatter of justice why they do not shrink their private spaces in
an unequal society. That question
is not answered by the truth (for I think
it is one) that everyone has the right to (some sort of) private space.
The real question,
for both contexts,
that is, for both our unjust and
a just society, is not whether
a person has a right to a private space, but
what its shape should be. In what is perhaps its most persuasive
form, the
so
that
one's
should
be
says
space
private
objection
private space
shaped
that one's life is not oppressive,
to require
and that it would be oppressive
to have

of the poor (which
regard to the condition
no one need have in a society with routinized procedures
for producing
or
not
terms
Whether
best
the
is
in
made
of rights, to
point
equality36).
the rich

have
means

continual

to keep the demands of the poor before or at the back of one's mind
an oppressive
existence. That is the mental burden rationale against

extravagant

voluntary

11. I shall

assess

philanthropy
the mental

in an unequal

burden

society.

rationale

by examining
to a claim made by Robert Nozick.
response
Nagel's
Nagel's
even though those philosophers
bears directly on our question
discussing

36
from

the special

Oscar
Compare
the establishment

us from
presses

of how

problem

Wilde's

case

should

response
were not

behave

in a

"The chief
that would
result
equality:
advantage
the fact that Socialism
would
relieve
is, undoubtedly,
that sordid necessity
of living for others which,
in the present
condition
of things,
so hardly
under Socialism
[The Soul of Man
(London:
upon almost
everybody"

Journeyman

Press,

of Socialism

1988),

p.

1].

for

an egalitarian

Thomas
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fails to induce equality, but this more general
government
redistribution
is called for be a matter for
should whatever

society whose

question: why
the state in particular,

as opposed
to something
that individuals have a duty
to carry out by themselves?
Nozick
said, in Anarchy, State and Utopia,
that, if it was of compelling
that the badly off be assisted,
moral concern
then private charity could
to assist them
achieve that. He claimed that the only reason for preferring
redistribution was that under such a policy people
through state-imposed
to give37 (a coercion
that Nozick would
who do not want to give deforced
to
do
with the aspect
but
whether
he
is
about
that
has
forbid,
right
nothing
of the Nozick/Nagel
debate on which focus is invited here).
In reply to Nozick, Nagel
claimed that there are good grounds for state
of the holdings
of those who indeed want to contribute,
redistribution38
a
because
person who is wilUng and, indeed, eager to contribute
through
own
to
her
bat.
be
off
And
taxation might
unwilling
give
reasonably
if sound, apply to our
of that unwillingness
would,
Nagel's
justification
case
rich
is
asked
the
of
the
who
case,
egaUtarian
why he does not
state will not force him to do so. I
in a society whose
contribute massively
quote Nagel:
are not generous
when
asked to give
people
that they should be. Admittedly
there are cases

to ask
and it is unreasonable
voluntarily,
a person
in which
should do something

Most

although it would not be right to force him to do it [for example, to keep an ordinary

or to refrain from ordinary
But here I believe
is true.
the reverse
GAC].
promise,
lying
even
to force people
to do something
it is not true that
it is proper
Sometimes
though
to contribute
to
to compel
It is acceptable
forced.
being
people
they should do it without
to
in
the
the support
of the indigent
insist
that
automatic
but
unreasonable
taxation,
by

to contribute
The
latter is an excessively
voluntarily.
they ought
to
it requires
decisions
that are quite difficult
because
position
voluntary
a
tolerate
of
taxation
without
universal
will
system
feeling
compulsory
people
an appeal
in refusing
that they
to complain,
entitled
feel justified
whereas
they would
This
is partly due to lack of assurance
that others
contribute
the same amount
voluntarily.
absence

of

a system

such

demanding
make. Most

moral

would

likewise

37

do

See

Robert

fear

and

Nozick,

of relative

State

Anarchy,

but

disadvantage;

and

it is also

(New

Utopia

York:

a sensible

Basic

rejection

Books,

of

1974),

pp. 265-268.
functions
would
John Rawls,
Many
including,
deny that a society which
people,
notably,
are
to
state legislation
forced
is one in which
under egalitarian
give
(unilaterally),
people
I stand with
in an equalizing
to share a collective
rather than forced
way. But
product
on this matter
Nozick
and against Rawls
IX, Section
5),
(see my Self-Ownership,
Chapter
does

and Nagel

not disagree

with

Nozick

on

this particular

score.

38 The redistribution defended
by Nagel falls short of the full egalitarian prescription,

on any

interpretation

between
appropriate.

state-imposed

thereof,

but what

and voluntary

matters
redistribution,

in our

discussion

on whatever

of Nagel
scale may

is the contrast
be regarded

as
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the will,
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can be more

irksome

than automatic

demands

on the

y
purse.

There

are two elements

in Nagel's

reply

they are separately
First, before the semi

to Nozick:

indicated in the final sentence of the quoted passage.
I shall not address here:
colon, there is the "assurance problem," which
a matter of the contrasting
and
it is not essentially
burdens of voluntary
forced giving. Here I take up a distinct supposed advantage of redistribu
the "excessive"
tion through the state, to wit, that it relieves
burden on
a person's will. For Nagel, people might want to be forced by the state to
that are quite difficult to make."
give, in order to avoid "voluntary decisions
some of my
When
(as Nagel
thinks) appropriates
government
justifiably
I now
because
it reduces the scope of my choice, but, precisely
resources,
a choice
I am spared the burden of making
have no choice in the matter,
it. So, even though I'd gladly accept a very high tax on my income,
amounts
to give away corresponding
I should not therefore be expected
is unaffected
off my own bat. [Note that the "mental burden" argument
their
because
voluntarily,
by whether or not other people are contributing
about

is such that for them the relevant voluntary decisions
(different) make-up
are easy to make, or because
manner,
they are acting in a supererogatory
that is, discharging more burden than one can reasonably be asked to face.]
I would
to that "mental burden" argument,
like to
I respond
Before
two preliminary
remarks.
some have
to which
of Nagel
First, Imust set aside a misinterpretation
to be drawn. He is not saying: "I want to be forced to
shown themselves
not give." That is
otherwise
I know (or fear) that I might
give because
to mean. A person who
quite different from what I have supposed Nagel

make

need not believe
she'd give voluntarily
expresses
anxiety as to whether
to expect her to give (because of the stress on her
that it is unreasonable
that she is
will that giving would
simply be avowing
require). She might
to do what's right.
to: not strong enough40)
not good enough (as opposed
to represent him
It is not a plausible
of the Nagel passage
interpretation
were
then
as striking that self-critical
what
if
he means,
that
posture, and,
is to see whether 4,
what he says would be irrelevant to our project, which
since, on this (unlikely)
5, and 3 (see above) are consistent,
interpretation
is not denied. That I know or fear that Iwould
their inconsistency
of Nagel,
not give off my own bat is indeed a reason for me to prefer redistribution
is ajustifica
through the state, but it is not what we are looking for, which
39

"Libertarianism

without

Rowman
and Littlefield,
40
Recall
the distinction
of will.

Foundations,"

1981),

pp.

invoked

199-200,

in J. Paul
my

at p. 8 above

(ed.),

Reading

Nozick

(Totowa:

emphases.
between

moral

weakness

and weakness
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tionfor not giving if the state does not force me to. It can't be a justification
for not giving when
the state does not force me to that I would not give
state
the
unless
forces me to.
that Nagel
is making more than the undeniable
ordinal
Note,
secondly,
more
can
onerous
to
claim that donating
be
than
voluntarily
yielding
a
as
coerced
who
that
for
coerced
transfer
transfer,
those,
is,
regard
as justified might
justified.
(Many people who
regard coerced
giving
asso
because of the satisfactions
prefer to give voluntarily,
are
not
but
such
irrelevant
since
would
here,
that,
they
people
to
refute the contention
of
suffice
case.) That claim may
press Nagel's
Nozick
is arguing; but Nagel
is also claiming, more
against which Nagel
nevertheless

ciated with

strongly, that people are justified
on the will which
the demands
non-ordinal
reconciles
What

claim which

in refusing to give voluntarily,
because
It is that
that imposes are "excessive."
we must examine here, because,
if it is true, it

4, 5 and 3.
are we to make

will

justify
in extensive

a refusal

to do with the
that problems
on
those
who believe
the
of
part
voluntarily
that it would
indeed
redistribution?
Suppose

of Nagel's

to give

claim

state-imposed
be a heavy burden to have to get myself
is the amount
salary comes in, whatever

to give, each month, when my
that I think should be taken from

me

for the sake of the poor. Even so, Nagel
appears to ignore the indi
I can
vidual's ability to avoid such recurrent difficult voluntary decision:

bind my own will, once and for all, or once in a long while, by signing
an appropriate banker's order.41 I do not need the state to make me give,
I can make myself
since, through various contractual devices,
give. Giving
a relatively unoppressive
lose the
routine. (I do, of course,
but
other
and
other
that
is,
money,
things aren'/
things equal, regrettable,
and it is,
I
I
this
think
shouldn't
since
money;
keep
relevantly equal here,
then becomes

in any case, similarly regrettable when the state taxes it away.)
between
In considering
the present question, we must distinguish
cost of doing something
and how difficult it is to do that thing. The

the
cost

to keep) as
I lose (but would have preferred
a result of performing
it, and also whatever
pain or other unpleasantness
its difficulty for me is a function of
attends the act of performing
it, whereas

of an action

for me

is what

it poses.42 So, for example,
how my capacities measure
up to the challenge
it is difficult, but not necessarily
costly, for me to put the
(commensurately)
For
Temple
says

elaboration

of

this point,

Press,
1988),
University
not with
there, and certainly

see
pp.

Jan Narveson,
249-250

his preposterous

Idea

The Libertarian

[I do not
charge

with

agree
that Nagel's

(Philadelphia:
Narveson

everything
"moral

imagination

[has] been reduced to pudding" (p. 249)].
42

in ordinary
and "difficult"
language:
overlap
"Costly"
on those uses
is a quasi-technical
one, got by focussing

the distinction
of

the relevant

that I draw
words

here

in which
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tennis serve.
tiny hole, or to return a well-placed
to pull off
if I manage
suffer pain, or lose anything,
find these difficult activities enjoyable.43 Contrariwise,

into the needle's

thread

I do not necessarily
these feats: Imight

it is easy to make out a cheque for a large amount: just a few strokes of
the pen are needed, but the cost of those strokes is large. And it is less
than one for ?3,445.66,
difficult44 to make out a cheque for ?5000
though
is
the cost of the first signing
greater.
manifestly
is urging
it's not clear, from the passage on exhibit, whether Nagel
more difficult or, differently,
to give
much more
costly,
own
to
have
it
bat
off
than
your
money away
by the
appropriated willy-nilly
state. But either way, so I shall argue, his case is weak. I believe that, if it is
to have some strength, that is because of a failure to distinguish
perceived
Now

that it's much

it's true that it is in some sense(s)
between cost and difficulty:
appropriately
but we have to nail down the exact senses in
"hard" to give away money,
that is, and is not, true, and, once we've done so, Nagel's
which
plea fails
as a justification
it
inertia (however well or otherwise
for the egaUtarian's
as an excuse

function

might

for that inertia).
his point if we take him

Nagel does not win
For, even if we grant

to mean

difficulty,
is indeed

as such.

effort
that the required mental
difficult,
a reason
we
not
with
not
have
been
it
is
also
that
costly,
supplied
provided
for the state to
for not giving off our own bat what we would be willing
an action
as such, is no reason for not performing
and the voluntary
that Nagel
is possible,
giving
(although difficult)
not
the
is
in mind
is undeniably
invoking
possibility
possible: Nagel

that

take. Its difficulty,

has
of

a pathological
to ask
It's of course unreasonable
of the will.
paralysis
to ask
someone
but it's not unreasonable
to do something
impossible,
someone
to do something difficult, provided that it does not carry too high
a cost.

to
is a good reason for refusing
sufficiently
high cost certainly
the relevant
perform an action. So we must now ask just how considerable
we must
can
to
to
and
be
of
oneself
cost,
be,45
thought
give,
getting
For

they are not

with

interchangeable

semantically

each

other.

See my

Karl Marx's

Theory

of

History (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1978), pp. 238-239.
43

The

truth

evident

that a desirable

job

for

a given

person

must

be

too diffi

neither

cult nor too easy for him proves that difficulty and cost [which is by definition (in itself)
are entirely

undesirable]
then,

other

things
other

jobs whose
difficulty
44
At

rate

...").
("Difficulty
45
For people,
for

them,

they

conceptually.

one would

equal,
costs are
too great

neither
any

distinct,

if we

that

indeed
nor

is, who

are confessing

always
equal,

too small,
from

prescind

want

as such, a form of cost,
If difficulty
were,
But of two
the job that is least difficult.

one wants
rather
the

one

than one

complication

of optimal
difficulty,
of the least difficulty.
noticed

five

that

paragraphs

is, of a

ahead

that it is this costly
that, in declaring
deny
reasonably
of
to a contemptible,
and, therefore,
degree
unjustifiable,

can
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our assessment
of that with thoughts about the substantial
avoid polluting
in question, for that is the same
resulting cost, the cost of losing the money
or the state takes itwilly-nilly,
I offer it up myself
whether
and the present
own
on
not
turns
of
off
bat
the extra cost
my
giving
justification
entirely
of doing it by myself.
In my opinion,
the costs of the two procedures,
that is, of giving off
one's own bat and the state just taking, are indeed different,
for the sort
are
not
of person Nagel
but
different.
they
dramatically
contemplates,
Let me

the structure

explain

to be the special (but not
giving in the case in question.

I believe

of what

cost that attaches to voluntary
and
do interact: they to some extent
cost, though distinct,
Difficulty
one
and
otherwise
is why, indeed, they are
track,
affect,
another, which
so commonly
a
intricate connection
between
confused.46 And
particularly

unreasonable)

cost and difficulty obtains in the present context. For the cost consequent
on the required decision,
the cost, that is, of losing all that money, may add
to the difficulty of making
it. Itmay create mental
and itmay,
resistance,
in turn, be painful, or, as Nagel
that
says, "irksome," to have to overcome
that comes from contemplating
the consequent
resistance. So the difficulty
cost can generate a cost in the throes of decision
and
that might
itself,47
so
means:
I
the
best
be what Nagel
it is anyway,
suggest,
thing around
that the costs of volun
here for him to mean. But I would
still maintain
it
tary and state-imposed
pretty similar, because
giving are nevertheless
to
isn't terrifically difficult, nor, therefore,
costly,
terrifically additionally
to sign the cheque, or the standing order, and I think it can
get oneself
cost which
the enormous
be thought to be so only when one misprojects
the cost of what comes after it, onto the cost that
from the decision,
the decision
itself.
from the difficulty of making
I know that's pretty complicated:
it took me a long time to work it out.

results
comes

So I think

it will

to develop

be useful

an analogy

which

illuminates

my

point.
and that a comrade will die unless
Suppose we are on the battlefield,
to help him: this is a
my leg is cut off (never mind how that's supposed
a
on
not
is saying
treatise
paper,
interpersonal
surgery). Nagel
philosophy
that it would be right for someone
the analogue of this: Imight recognize
protest that it is asking too
forcibly to cut my leg off, but I can nevertheless
selfishness:

that we must

recall

at pp. 22-23
46
I mean

above.

independent

of

that

the concepts
that made

avoid

that

the misinterpretation

I have

in footnote

42,

isolated
that

of Nagel

are frequently
the corresponding

that I tried

confused.
words

to deflect

This point
is
are often
used

interchangeably.

47

Schematically: the prospective money cost CAUSES difficulty in decision which

CAUSES

an extra

cost

(in the process

of decision

itself).
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to expect me to cut it off myself.
Let me elaborate my doubt about
case through closer focus on this analogy.
Nagel's
that the leg is to be removed by a knife, and that there is no
Suppose
anaesthetic
available. We need to compare, on the one hand, someone else

much

like the taxing state, operates
of
cutting my leg off, who,
independently
on
me
to
cut
cost
the
The
other
it
off
hand,
my will, and,
having
myself.
that results from the cutting is the same in both cases: pain, and loss of
the leg. But, because much pain comes
with the cutting,
it
immediately
is fiendishly
for me to do the cutting myself,
for me
difficult, will-wise,
so
to keep myself
to
that
that
difficult
substantial
task,
ghastly
appUed
extra costs of struggle and strain supervene
if I do. Contrast,
now, a
case where my leg will be severed by an electrically
powered knife five
after a button is pressed,
and I do agree that the button should
I recognize
be pressed:
the validity of my comrade's
claim to my
leg.
to the other costs, an extra burden, on the
there is, in addition
Perhaps
if I have to press the button myself,
but that extra burden is surely
will,

minutes

it will not be a great reUef to discover
that you are
so
so.
to
not
that
I
determined
need
do
And, so I submit,
push the button,
that second case, not the manual
cutting one, is the right analogy here.
The rich egalitarian wants
the state to press the tax button. It may be a
inconsiderable:

bit easier

for him

that than if he has to press the standing
his bank, but Nagel's
dramatic presentation
to give convinces me that he is mistreating

if the state does

order button when e-maiUng
of the difficulty
of deciding
that minor contrast as though it was like the contrast between me
my own leg off and you doing it (with, in each case, a non-electrical

cutting
knife).

12. The present paper has no conclusion. As I said early on (see p. 4 above),
some considerations
the sum of my ambition has been to assemble
that bear
on the "rich egaUtarian" problem, and I am aware that I have not addressed
issue
all of the considerations
that bear on it. The "relative disadvantage"
raised by Nagel
(see p. 21 above) is only
that I have been unable to take up here.48
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